
Staying In School

	
 Wondering if I might lean upon the unexpected inundation of anti-absenteeism lectures as 
a rationale for making my personal stay-in-school case with our latest fixer principal, naïvely I 
placed my trust in the old-school theory that – as two grown professionals?  A teacher and a 
principal might have an interactively philosophical conversation.  (And thus missed the point 
entirely that as a modern-day, school-score-identified bad teacher?
	
 I was no longer anyone’s equal.)

Tentatively I approached this infamously defensive man. 
Had he ever considered, I carefully began, that as a licensed educator; as a person who 

had taken great pains to earn my instructional credentials; as an educator who had backed this 
achievement with a hard-won master’s degree; as a professional who had interacted with 
culturally diverse students for more than twenty years; as a dedicated employee willing to 
commit long years to the development and application of a personalized teaching craft: well, had 
he ever thought that it might be painful for a teacher like me to be told that: Due to the 
immovably ordered mandates of an NCLB testing, administration had now decided that I must 
be repeatedly separated from my students?  

Had he ever thought that it might be additionally demoralizing to recognize that, while I 
must now be repeatedly forced out of my classroom, a never-ending procession of minimally 
prepared substitutes could – or so the theories behind a modern-day bad teacher retraining held – 
simply drop by my room and do my job?
	
 “How might it feel,” I cautiously put forward, “if, after all you’ve done to become a 
principal; if, after all of your efforts at running our school; well, how might it feel if a minimally 
experienced chain of substitute principals was ordered to come in, take over your office, and 
manage our school every time that you were told to attend a meeting?”
	
  Mystifyingly, his response ignored my point.  
	
 “I attend many meetings, Ms. Aech,” he blustered defensively. 
	
 “And in the future?” he continued, allowing his words to take on an unmistakable menace 
as he turned his back and walked away: 
	
 “Do not take that tone of voice with me.”


